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Minutes

Faculty Assembly, School of Liberal Arts

LE105      2:00pm     January 29, 2010

PRESENT:  FACULTY.  Acevedo, Adams, Antón, Aponte, Ardemagni, Barrows, Bein,
Bersier, Bilodeau, Bivin, Brand, Brennan, Carlin, Coleman, Connor, Craig, Davis, De Tienne,
de Waal, Dicamilla, Douglas, Duerksen, Eller, Ferguson, Gardina Schlee, Gibau, Glidden,
Goering, Goff, Grossman, Howard, Karnick, Keller, Kovacik, Kryder-Reid, Leech, Little,
Lovejoy, Marvin, Miller, Nnaemeka, Nuetzel, Parrish-Sprowl, Sandwina, Schultz, Schuvaks-
Katz, I. Sheeler, Shepherd, F. Smith, Thuesen, Tilley, Upton, Wang, Whitchurch, White,
White-Mills, Wills, Wittberg, Wokeck, Zimmerman.  GUESTS. Illg, C. Smith

1. Call to Order by FA President Philip Scarpino at 2:10pm

2. Approval of the Minutes:  approved as published

3. President's Remarks:  Philip Scarpino

! The Nominating Committee is putting together a slate for the next round of elections. 
All are encouraged to participate; faculty self-governance is important.  Would like to
have >1 person running for each office.

! Follow-up re. an issue raised by David Lewis at last meeting about textbooks.  The
bookstore is profit-making.  Consider things we can do to help influence the price
students pay for books (e.g., use next-to-most recent edition of textbook).  This helps
influence retention of students by showing we care about the money they spend.

4. Dean's Remarks:  William Blomquist

! Recognitions

• Nancy Newton (WLAC): retirement; induction into Order of Discoverers by Sigma
Delta Pi

• Philip Scarpino (HIST):  Indiana Humanities Council grant

• Santayana Edition Project:  grant to continue edited works of Santayana

• Una Osili (ECON):  an inaugural DRIVE award
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• Susan Hyatt (ANTH), Karen Kovacik (ENGL), Rachel Wheeler (RELS): IUPUI Arts
& Humanities research grants

• Terri Bourus (ENGL); Jane Schultz (ENGL); William Schneider (HIST):
New Frontiers grants

• 2009 Dean’s Day program received national recognition: a silver award for best
student alumni programming, from Council for the Advancement and Support of
Education

• Mitchell Douglas (ENGL):  his book Cooling Board nominated for NAACP award

Peter Thuesen (RELS) - Best Book in History or Biography by Christianity Today

! Thank you

• Philip Goff (Associate Dean): made a much higher request for campus funding this
year of block grants for research assistantships: netted jump to $225K compared
to $200K last year (that had been an increase at that time).

• Peg Zeglin Brand (RELS) established two generous awards in memory of her
parents and husband Myles Brand

! Budget

• Reductions to IU as a whole has now been broken down to individual campus and
school levels

• Our share for this biennium is $454,414, a significant reduction.

• Will have to operate school for remainder of this year and next year

• Some vacant faculty and staff openings will be left unfilled

• Travel expenses are mandated to be cut; this will persist for a while

• Nothing good about reductions, but fortunate:

that budget reductions occurred in a year when enrollments for Summer, Fall, and
Spring are up compared with last year;

the percentage reduction applied to non-academic units at IUPUI has been even
greater than that applied to Schools.
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• Thanks to Richard Hanson for his admirable job staying on top of our budgetary
situation, and for his assistance to the Dean with respect to this

! Reminders:

• Construct course schedules with respect to students’ needs

• Thanks to almost all faculty members for getting their FARs in on time

• Results of 2008 Faculty Equity Study:  SLA was one of a very few units at IUPUI to
have no faculty members identified as significantly below what the statistical model
would have predicted for their salaries.

• Impact IUPUI Campaign (used to be Campus Campaign)

• Nominate faculty colleagues for annual awards, including TERA

• Top 100 Student awards (Feb. 3 deadline).  27 nominees so far from SLA (fewer
than several other Schools).  Faculty members are encouraged to nominate
qualified SLA students.

5. Old Business:  committee reports

! Faculty Affairs Committee

• Motion 1 introduced by Patricia Wittberg (SOC): The Faculty Assembly of the
School of Liberal Arts recommends to the Dean that the annual faculty evaluation
scale be simplified from the current five cardinal categories to three ordinal
categories: outstanding; meets departmental expectations; unsatisfactory.

Discussion

Several suggestions for postponing the final vote until faculty have more time to
read the document containing the proposals

The old draft that accidentally went out earlier should be disregarded.

This proposal gives more freedom to departments:  They can use three categories,
or add additional categories.  If the motion is approved, the change would be
binding, but Chairs can make more gradations.  Arguments stated for and against
department Chairs still being able to use categories within departments, in addition
to the three new categories (if approved).  If departments want to make finer
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distinctions in the Comments section, they can.  Some departments will appreciate
being relieved of the necessity to make fine distinctions.

Discussion of the concern that the only alternative in a situation of a low met
departmental expectations is unsatisfactory, which is very serious.

Arguments that turning the five categories into numbers post hoc creates a scale
that is meaningless.

Arguments that having three ordinal categories would expedite the annual review
process.

Research, Teaching, and Service are to be treated separately in the new system,
which is one of the real gains of the proposed changes.  That is, they are not
combined together unless someone is unsatisfactory in all three categories, and
that is a serious problem dealt with individually.

Using three categories gets the annual review process in line with the campus P&T
guidelines.

Another advantage of the three-category system is that expectations are different
for Lecturers and for tenure/tenure-track faculty members.

The committee thinks that outstanding is beyond excellent in the proposed three-
category system.  That is, meets departmental expectations actually means both
excellent and meets departmental expectations.  Concerns expressed whether
future P&T committees will know this.  Argument that, if both mediocrity and
excellence both fit into meets departmental expectations, the category is rendered 
meaningless.

Concerns expressed that departments will need to rewrite what is currently in place
re. annual reviews.

When would this take effect?  Next year, but start thinking about it now.

The language of the three categories is from campus guidelines for P&T. The
There are not currently stated expectations for service but, within the framework of
the three-category system, departments could differentiate.

If we omit the numerical averaging, we could keep the five categories?  These are
separate issues (i.e., the number of categories, and whether or not they are
numerically averaged).

Arguments for keeping annual reviews (for salary purposes) and P&T separate.
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If faculty members do not know, or do not adhere to, departmental expectations--
the School can get into serious trouble because it is in seeming conflict with
campus policies.

Would the committee consider friendly amendment:  “meets or exceeds
departmental expectations”?

Motion to table until March by Philip Goff; Robert White seconded.  The motion
carried overwhelmingly by voice vote.

• Motion 2 introduced by Patricia Wittberg (SOC):  “The committee proposes that the
annual merit pay funds be divided into two parts of a fixed size, one to be
distributed among faculty who meet departmental expectations, and one allocated
to allow each Chair to reward outstanding performance at the Chair’s discretion.”

This only a recommendation to the Dean; this is not actually creating policy.

Discussion whether, If most of faculty members in a department meet the
department’s expectations, does this mean that everyone gets raise from one pot,
and part of the other pot?  Are the pots of the same size?

If no one is outstanding (as defined in the new categories, if they pass) in a
particular year, what happens to the money from the “outstanding” pot?  Does the
money revert to the Dean?

The practicality would have to be worked out with the Dean.  This proposal is trying
to eliminate the zero-sum game, i.e., one or a few faculty members’ increases
come at the expense of the others in the department.  If someone gets a small
increase, it’s not because s/he did a poor job, it’s because someone else did
something extraordinary that year.

The Dean had questions for the committee.

1. Are these allocations dollars or percentages?  A:  Committee needs to
clarify this.

2. Does everyone with a rating of meets departmental expectations get the
same increase, even if s/he just barely met the expectations, and others
were excellent within this category?

3. From the committee’s perspective, is there anything to prevent a
department from following this policy?  Is the intent of the motion that every
department would do it this way?
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4. Does Dean’s office decide on size of pot ahead of time?  A:  Departments
decide ahead of time.

Motion to table by Karen Kovacik (ENGL); second by Kim White-Mills (COMM). 
Passed unanimously by voice vote.  Philip Scarpino thanked the committee.

! Resources and Planning Committee (David Bivin [ECON] reporting for the committee)

Re. the Strategic Plan:

Please send comments to the committee.  Keep in mind:  (1) what needs are likely to
be; (2) that resources are likely to be flat; (3) the welfare of the entire school, not just
your own unit.  Think about reallocating the resources we have.  Send suggestions to
John Parrish-Sprowl at  johparri@iupui.edu . 

The Dean suggests that SLA standing committees make an agenda item of this for
their next meeting.

Marianne Wokeck (Assoc. Dean) strongly suggests a deadline for this.  David Bivin 
Will email committee chairs.

Kim White-Mills (COMM):  Chairs also should contribute to these suggestions.  David
Bivin:  Agreed, and reiterates that all welcome to suggest.

! Technical Services Committee  (David Bivin reporting for the committee)

Things with UITS re. labs still in a state of flux

Showed pictures of the open lab online in BS3001.  Is primarily designed for
computer-intensive usage:  24 seats; limited whiteboard space, not well positioned for
students.  Professors’ workstation faces the whiteboard.

This room is scheduled through Mary Anne Black.  Questions raised about being able
to get lab time in this rom.

David Bivin:  These are trying circumstances for the SLA technology staff:  Michael
Scott/Director;  William Stuckey/Network and Information Services Coordinator; Joy
Kramer/User Support; Wayne Husted/Coordinator of Technical Development; Chrystal
Powers/Coordinator of Lab Services; Levi Osborn/Tech Services Technician.  A round
of hearty applause in appreciation for them.

Reminder:  They can work only on computers etc. that belong to the School.
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! Undergraduate Curriculum and Standards Committee  (Kristine Karnick [COMM] reporting
for the committee)

The committee recommends approval of the proposal for a minor and a certificate in
Chinese Studies.

Questions:  What if FA approves the minor, but the courses are still in remonstrance?

Marianne Wokeck:  The best thing is to assume that things will go as planned. If
something unexpected happens, it can be pulled, but it’s hard to put it in later.

Committee motion:  “approve the minor in Chinese Studies and the Certificate for Chinese
Studies.”  No second needed because committee motion.  Motion carried unanimously by
voice vote.

6. New Business

! Announcement:  New IAHI funding available for those working in the arts and
humanities on campus

Karen Kovacik:  In cooperation with Liberal Arts and with Herron:  increased funding. 
Second round coming up.  Two categories.  Will need letter from the School.

SLA had $150K for this year; spent $75K in Fall; $75K left.

Marianne Wokeck:  Follow the deadlines; submit to Dean’s office at least a week
ahead.

! Any other announcements

Kim White-Mills (COMM):  Request to revisit budget issues and ask questions of
the Dean.

Q. What is percentage of reduction in travel?  Dean: 50%.  People should not look
to the Dean’s office for travel money.  Look to unit directors and try to decide what
is absolutely necessary.

Q. Will Lecturers also not be replaced?   Dean:  Yes.  92% of expenses are
personnel, so we are limited in what we can do with the rest of the budget without
looking at vacancies.  Some searches are going ahead, but these were prior
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vacancies.  New vacancies are the ones that are being identified now.  The
$454,414 figure is the amount of the reduction for this biennium:  the remainder of
this FY plus the next FY.

Q. Have some reductions been found yet?  Dean: Vacancies.

Q. What percentage of the $454,414 is that?  Dean: About 90%, but the School will
have to be even more careful about buyouts, etc.

Q. Any idea of what positions will not be filled?  Dean: In about next month or
month and a half, the Resources and Planning Committee will meet about this.

Q. Any decision re. effects on benefits such as health plans?  Dean: Purdue has
decided, but he has not heard anything from IU.

! Any other new business ~ none

7. Motion to adjourn

Philip Scarpino thanked attendees for their patience and interest in the discussion re.
evaluation.  Motion to adjourn made and seconded; passed unanimously by voice vote.

8. Adjournment


